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Abstract

Background: Migraine, particularly chronic migraine (CM), is underdiagnosed and undertreated worldwide. Our objective

was to develop and validate a self-administered tool (ID-CM) to identify migraine and CM.

Methods: ID-CM was developed in four stages. (1) Expert clinicians suggested candidate items from existing instruments

and experience (Delphi Panel method). (2) Candidate items were reviewed by people with CM during cognitive

debriefing interviews. (3) Items were administered to a Web panel of people with severe headache to assess psycho-

metric properties and refine ID-CM. (4) Classification accuracy was assessed using an ICHD-3b gold-standard clinician

diagnosis.

Results: Stages 1 and 2 identified 20 items selected for psychometric validation in stage 3 (n¼ 1562). The 12 psycho-

metrically robust items from stage 3 underwent validity testing in stage 4. A scoring algorithm applied to four symptom

items (moderate/severe pain intensity, photophobia, phonophobia, nausea) accurately classified most migraine cases

among 111 people (sensitivity¼ 83.5%, specificity¼ 88.5%). Augmenting this algorithm with eight items assessing head-

ache frequency, disability, medication use, and planning disruption correctly classified most CM cases (sensitivity¼ 80.6%,

specificity¼ 88.6%).

Discussion: ID-CM is a simple yet accurate tool that correctly classifies most individuals with migraine and CM. Further

testing in other settings will also be valuable.
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Introduction

Migraine, especially chronic migraine (CM), remains
underdiagnosed and undertreated worldwide (1–7), des-
pite the substantial burden it imposes on individuals,
their families, and society (1,8–12). Data from the
American Migraine Prevalence and Prevention
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(AMPP) Study suggest that only 56% of respondents
meeting the International Classification of Headache
Disorders, 2nd edition (ICHD-2) migraine criteria
had ever received a migraine diagnosis from a health
care professional (13–15). Among AMPP Study
respondents meeting modified Silberstein-Lipton CM
criteria, only 20% reported receiving a CM diagnosis
from a health care professional (1).

New epidemiologic data emerging from the longitu-
dinal Chronic Migraine Epidemiology and Outcomes
(CaMEO) Study (16) illuminate the obstacles to effect-
ive care for CM. Only a fraction of the CM sample
(13.6%) in CaMEO reported consulting a specialist
(i.e. neurologist, headache specialist, pain specialist)
for diagnosis and treatment of migraine (2). Even
among people with CM who consulted a specialist,
only 36% reported receiving a diagnosis of CM
(2,16). Furthermore, only 4.5% of people with CM
and significant headache-related disability (Migraine
Disability Assessment (MIDAS) grade �2) who
were currently consulting a health care professional
ultimately received a diagnosis of CM and were
receiving minimally appropriate acute and preventive
treatment (7).

One traditional approach for improving the detec-
tion of under-ascertained medical conditions involves
the use of screening or case-finding tools (17). The
term ‘‘screening’’ is traditionally applied to tools that
are designed to detect conditions in the presymptomatic
phase (e.g. Papanicolaou (Pap) smears are screening
tools for cervical cancer). The term ‘‘case-finding’’ is
applied to tools that identify conditions that are under-
diagnosed despite symptoms (e.g. the nine-item Patient
Health Questionnaire is a case-finding tool for depres-
sion). Because CM detection occurs during the
symptomatic phase, the most appropriate term is
‘‘case-finding tool.’’ The term ‘‘screening tool’’ is
widely used and carries the important implication that
people detected using this tool require further diagnos-
tic assessment. For these reasons, we use the terms
‘‘screening’’ and ‘‘case-finding’’ interchangeably herein.

The objective of this research was to develop a reli-
able and valid case-finding tool for CM, applicable to
people self-identified with severe headache. This tool,
Identify Chronic Migraine (ID-CM), is intended to help
clinicians identify patients likely to have migraine, and
in particular, likely to have CM. Herein, a four-stage
process was used to develop and validate ID-CM.

Methods

Overview

The ID-CM development process comprised four dis-
tinct stages. First, an international Delphi Panel (18) of

expert clinicians and researchers selected candidate
items from existing instruments and generated ad-
ditional items for consideration (stage 1). In stage 2,
cognitive debriefing interviews among people with
CM were conducted to assess relevance and under-
standing of the Delphi item pool. The item pool that
emerged from the Delphi Panel and cognitive debrief-
ings was then fielded in a sample of people with head-
ache recruited from the Research Now (Plano, TX)
Internet panel, to evaluate the psychometric properties
of the candidate items (stage 3). The ID-CM item pool
emerging from stage 3 was administered to people with
headache who were independently assessed by head-
ache-expert physicians using semi-structured diagnostic
computer-assisted telephone interviews (stage 4).
Classification accuracy for ID-CM was compared
with diagnoses independently assigned by clinical
experts using a Semistructured Diagnostic Interview
for Migraine (SSDI-M; Web Appendix 1).

Institutional review board approval was obtained
for all stages of this study involving humans, with dif-
ferent ethics boards used for various stages, depending
on investigator site requirements. Written informed
consent was obtained from all participants.
Participant consent language and compensation are
available on request.

Stage 1: Delphi Panel

A bank of candidate items for inclusion in ID-CM was
developed based on a review of existing instruments: ID
Migraine (19), MIDAS (20), the six-item Headache
Impact Test (21), and the American Migraine Study
(AMS)/AMPP Diagnostic Module (9,22–24). These
items were then reviewed by three clinical experts
(DWD, RBL, AMB), and evaluated by eight expert-
clinician panelists (SKA, WJB, AMB, H-CD, DWD,
RBL,MBV, S-JW) through amodifiedDelphi approach
consisting of two rounds of consensus development. The
item bank was reduced, and response options and recall
periods were modified based on expert feedback.

Stage 2: Cognitive debriefings

Endpoint Outcomes (Boston, MA) recruited a target of
approximately 10 individuals with CM for qualitative
interviews to test the item bank emerging from the
Delphi Panel. These individuals had headache (ten-
sion-type and/or migraine) on �15 days per month for
�3 months within the last six months, had �5 attacks
fulfilling ICHD-2 (25) criteria for migraine without
aura, and fulfilled criteria for migraine pain and asso-
ciated symptoms on �8 days per month for �3 months.

Cognitive debriefing interviews determined whether
the participants understood the instructions, whether
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the items were worded appropriately, and how the par-
ticipants interpreted the items and response options.
Two alternative response options for symptoms were
considered: a five-point response scale (never, rarely,
sometimes, very often, or always) and a four-point
response scale (never, rarely, less than half the time,
half the time or more). Full details on the cognitive
debriefing interviews are available on request.

Stage 3: Psychometric validation

The item pool emerging from stage 2, along with a set
of concurrent patient-reported outcome measures, was
administered to a Web-based sample of people screened
for severe headache. The sampling frame was drawn
from individuals previously screened for headache in
a Web-panel study, including the CaMEO Study (16),
which was drawn from the same panel (Research Now).
This target population was selected to facilitate
oversampling of individuals with CM.

The target sample included 1600 total respondents,
equally divided between migraine and other severe
headache (Figure 1). The migraine group included
people with episodic migraine (EM) and CM, based
on the AMS/AMPP Diagnostic Module. People with
nonmigraine severe headache were included to facilitate
assessment of discriminative validity.

Study candidates were invited by email and screened
to determine eligibility. Eligible participants were �18
years of age, provided an email address, were literate
and conversant in English, and provided informed con-
sent. Respondents were excluded from the study if they
reported that all of their headaches were associated
with cold, flu, head injury, or hangover.

Potentially eligible participants received the previ-
ously validated AMS/AMPP Diagnostic Module
(22,23,26). People with severe headache and �15 head-
ache days in the previous three months (average �5
headache days per month) were potentially eligible
and classified as having migraine based on ICHD 3rd
edition beta (3b) criteria and subclassified as EM or
CM based on the modified Silberstein-Lipton criteria
for CM (27,28). People with severe headache not meet-
ing criteria for EM or CM were said to have nonmi-
grainous headache.

The modified Silberstein-Lipton CM criteria aligned
to ICHD-3b criteria for CM in most respects; excep-
tions included the requirement that �8 of the headache
days per month be linked to migraine (criterion C from
the ICHD-3b CM criteria) and the exclusion of second-
ary headache disorders (both are difficult to address in
survey research).

Data from these participants were used to conduct
item calibration (the psychometric assessment of the
quality of items in the measurement of a targeted

domain). During calibration assessments, items exhibit-
ing strong psychometric properties were retained and
poorly performing items were eliminated.

Stage 4: Diagnostic validity

In this stage, the goal was to compare diagnoses
assigned using ID-CM with independent ‘‘gold-stan-
dard’’ diagnoses assigned by headache experts using
an SSDI-M. Clinicians were required to ask the ques-
tions as written, but were free to probe, based on clin-
ical judgment, to obtain the most accurate information
possible. This approach is often used to obtain gold-
standard diagnoses for symptom-based conditions,
including headache (29).

People with headache from the stage 3 validation
sample or the CaMEO (16) longitudinal sample (both
drawn from same panel) were invited to participate in

Original Source: Total outgo = 28,674

Stage 3A: Psychometric Validation 

Total respondents = 8035 

Qualified completes = 1603 

Valid surveys = 1562 

Stage 3B*: Test-Retest

Outgo = 1600 

Completes = 1222 

Valid surveys = 1116 

Stage 4: Screening for Clinical Interviews 

Invites sent  = 

1134 Stage 3A completes + 

1789 RN Supplemental sample

Invites accepted by willing, 

available cases = 388

RN supplemental 

sample (CaMEO 

baseline and longitudinal 

studies) = 1789 

Stage 4: Clinical Interviews

Accepted invitees schedulable 

with clinical interviewers = 300 

Completed interviews = 119

Valid interviews = 111 

Figure 1. Sampling flow.

CaMEO: Chronic Migraine Epidemiology and Outcomes;

RN: Research Now. *Stage 3 respondents were sent a second

survey (Stage 3B) to assess test-retest reliability of the scale.

Test-retest reliability and construct validity results will be

presented in a forthcoming manuscript.
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the clinical interview. During the initial screening and
scheduling process, participants provided their phone
numbers. Study headache experts contacted partici-
pants by phone and directed them to an online survey
link (containing ID-CM scale items). Participants com-
pleted the survey online and, when finished, received a
four-digit confirmation code; this code also alerted the
clinician that the survey had been completed. After
ID-CM was complete, the clinician completed the
SSDI-M and assigned a gold-standard diagnosis with-
out access to ID-CM responses.

The SSDI-M was modified from an interview devel-
oped and used in epidemiologic research and clinical
trials recruiting thousands of participants (30–32).
The interview was extensively branched and based on
the ICHD-3b migraine criteria and Silberstein-Lipton
criteria for EM and CM. Interviews were conducted by
eight headache physicians who had completed or were
currently enrolled in an accredited headache fellowship.
Physician interviewers were trained to administer the
SSDI-M by reviewing written interviews, a training
video, and participating in a webinar. They then con-
ducted mock interviews and received feedback on their
interviews from neurologists with expertise in these
methods. Their diagnostic interviews were also audio
recorded and reviewed randomly for quality.
Diagnoses were assigned both by the clinician inter-
viewer and using a computerized algorithm. If discre-
pancies occurred, the recorded interview was reviewed
to arrive at a final diagnosis without access to ID-CM
data.

Statistical analyses

Stage 1 (Delphi Panel) and stage 2 (cognitive
debriefings)

Analyses in stage 1 involved descriptive summaries of
the proportion of headache experts favoring candidate
items. After the initial Delphi panelist endorsement of
candidate items, panelists reviewed summarized
responses from all panelists, and consensus was reached
on the items to include in ID-CM. In stage 2, the cog-
nitive debriefing data were summarized descriptively to
identify any issues in the item wording and response
options; problems with interpretation and relevance
of items were also assessed. The Delphi Panel, cognitive
debriefings, and related analyses (stages 1–2) were con-
ducted by Endpoint Outcomes.

Stage 3: Psychometric validation

Details of the psychometric and statistical methods
employed in stage 3 are provided in Web Appendix 2.
Briefly, analyses for item calibration consisted of four

steps: (1) examining the pattern of responses to deter-
mine the best distribution for modeling count items;
(2) assessing the dimensionality of the item pool through
generalized linear exploratory factor analyses (EFAs)
for the mixed item distributions (count and multi-
nomial), using oblique rotations for the factor solutions;
(3) fitting multidimensional item response theory (IRT)
models for the mixed item distributions (count and
multinomial) based on the EFA factor structures; and
(4) using a two-part modeling approach to predict
ICHD-3b migraine and CM status from the IRT
screener models. In each of the two-part models, struc-
tural equation models were estimated in which the latent
factor for migraine severity predicted modified ICHD-
3b status (vs other severe headache), and the CM sever-
ity latent factor predicted Silberstein-Lipton CM status
(vs EM). Both models were based on the IRT measure-
ment models. R2 estimates were used to characterize the
proportion of variance explained in the observed classi-
fication by the latent factor defined on the screening
items. Although high R2 values would not guarantee
strong classification accuracy in stage 4, low R2 values
would nearly guarantee poor classification accuracy in
clinical interviews. Items determined to have performed
poorly during item calibration were eliminated. Poor
performance was defined as items that displayed factor
loading and IRT parameter estimates consistent with
weakly or poorly reliable items were eliminated. An ad-
ditional pool of theoretically important items was
brought forth from stage 3 into stage 4 and held in
reserve in the event that additional information was
needed to improve classification accuracy.
Psychometric models were estimated using Mplus ver-
sion 7.1 (33), and descriptive, graphic, and classification
accuracy analyses were conducted using SAS statistical
software, version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).

Stage 4: Diagnostic validity

Analyses employed for assessing classification accuracy
used column and row percentages from 2-by-2 tables
contrasting ID-CM classification with clinical interview
diagnosis assignment to estimate sensitivity and speci-
ficity, and negative predictive value (NPV) and positive
predictive value (PPV), respectively. Analyses for stages
3 and 4 were conducted by author DS.

Results

Stage 1: Delphi Panel

The preliminary item pool consisted of 27 items assess-
ing symptoms, headache days, activities of daily living,
headache-related medication use, emotional reaction
(‘‘fed up’’/‘‘irritated’’ with headaches), concentration,
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work absence, work productivity, home productivity,
and social activities. Twenty items were selected based
on face validity and clinical judgment of the Delphi
Panel.

Stage 2: Cognitive debriefings

Cognitive debriefing interviews were conducted with 13
individuals with CM. The draft items took an average

of 3.8 minutes to complete. Overall, the items were well
understood and considered relevant by participants;
therefore, few revisions to the draft screening tool
were considered. The emerging areas under consider-
ation for revision included the use of a five- or four-
category response scale and inclusion of an item about
missed days of work/school. Participants indicated that
they preferred both the five- and four-category response
options equally; therefore, the four-category response

Table 1. Draft ID-CM items used in stage 3 validation testing.

In the last three months (past 90 days) In the past 90 days

1. On how many days did you have a headache of any type?

If a headache lasted more than one day, count each day.

_____ # of days

2. On how many full days (from the time you woke up to the time you went to sleep)

were you completely free of headache pain or discomfort?

_____ # of days

Please think about the past 30 days and describe the pain and other symptoms you have with your headaches.

If you have more than one type of headache, please answer for your most severe type of headache.

If you feel you can’t answer an item, you may leave it blank.

In the last month (past 30 days), when you have had headaches Never Rarely Less than

half the

time

Half the

time or

more

3. How often was the pain moderate or severe? « « « «

4. How often was your headache pain aggravated by or caused avoidance

of routine physical activity (e.g. walking or climbing stairs)?

« « « «

5. How often was the pain worse on just one side? « « « «

6. How often was the pain pounding, pulsating or throbbing? « « « «

7. How often did you experience neck pain? « « « «

8. How often were you unusually sensitive to light

(e.g. you felt more comfortable in a dark place)?

« « « «

9. How often were you unusually sensitive to sound

(e.g. you felt more comfortable in a quiet place)?

« « « «

10. How often did you feel nauseated or sick to your stomach? « « « «

11. How often did you feel fed up or irritated because of your headaches? « « « «

12. How often did your headaches interfere with making plans? « « « «

13. How often did you worry about making plans because of your headaches? « « « «

For the next question, if you don’t remember the exact number, please give us the best answer you can.

You may leave question 14 blank if you have not gone to work or school in the past 30 days.

In the last month (past 30 days) In the past 30 days

14. On how many full days (from the time you woke up to the time you went to sleep)

were you completely free of headache pain or discomfort?

_____ # of days

15. On how many days did you have a headache of any type? _____ # of days

16. On how many days did you miss work or school because of your headaches? _____ # of days

17. On how many days did you not do household work because of your headaches? _____ # of days

18. On how many days did you miss family, social, or leisure

activities because of your headaches?

_____ # of days

Please answer the next two questions about the medications you take only as needed to relieve your headaches.

In the last month (past 30 days) In the past 30 days

19. On how many days did you use over-the-counter medications to treat your headache attacks? _____ # of days

20. On how many days did you use prescription medications to treat your headache attacks? _____ # of days

ID-CM: Identify Chronic Migraine.
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option (never, rarely, less than half the time, or half the
time or more) was retained for psychometric validation,
to guard against diffusion in item responses, and the
item about missed days of work/school was retained
to capture headache-related disability. The items used
in initial validation testing (stage 3) appear in Table 1.

Stage 3: Psychometric validation

Sampling returns. Data were collected between July 18
and 31, 2013. Figure 1 provides the sampling frame
and completed surveys for this stage. Of the 28,674
individuals invited to participate in the online survey,
1562 (5.4%) participants met inclusion criteria and
were eligible for analysis. Most participants were
female (71.8%) and white (93.1%), with a mean (SD)
age of 47.0 (15.0) years (Table 2).

Psychometric properties. Several exploratory factor
models were fit and rotated using a wide array of
oblique rotation algorithms (Table 3). The negative
binomial distribution was used to model all count
items in the EFAs. The final EFA solution was based
on an oblique quartimax rotation. This solution was
composed of three factors characterizing symptoms,
disability/planning disruption, and family disruption
because of headache. Items related to medication-use

days, headache frequency, and items assessing days of
headache freedom contributed to model estimation fail-
ure because of a linear dependency and were eliminated
from the analysis. As a result, these items were not
included in the subsequent EFAs and IRT models.
However, headache days and medication-use days
were retained for stage 4 classification accuracy assess-
ment because of clinical and theoretical importance.
The item pool remaining after item calibration in a
multifactor IRT model was composed of all three of
the disability items, all three of the planning disruption
items, and the remaining four symptom items (moder-
ate to severe pain intensity, photophobia, phonopho-
bia, and nausea). There was high correspondence
between the item pool and both modified ICHD-3b
classification for migraine and Silberstein-Lipton cri-
teria for CM and EM in the two-part models. R2 esti-
mates were 0.98 for migraine detection and 0.96 for CM
detection (Table 4). Additional details of psychometric
results are provided in Tables 3 and 4 and Web
Appendix 2. The final 12 items used for the clinical
interviews are presented in Figure 2.

Stage 4: Diagnostic validity

Sampling returns. Of the 2923 individuals receiving invi-
tations, 111 individuals (3.8%) met inclusion criteria
and provided complete and usable clinical interview
data. Figure 1 provides more details on the sampling
for this stage. Mean (SD) age of participants was 46.2
(13.4) years, and most were female (82.9%) and white
(89.2%) (Table 2). The distribution of the 111 com-
pleted cases across clinical interviewers stratified on
headache sampling quotas is given in Web Appendix
3 (Supplemental Table 1); PPV values for each clinician
ranged from 83.3% to 100%.

Classification accuracy. To screen positive for migraine
(EM or CM), respondents had to meet screening cri-
teria on pain and both photophobia and phonophobia

Table 2. Demographic characteristics of respondents in stages

3 and 4.

Characteristic

Stage 3

(n¼ 1562)

Stage 4

(n¼ 111)

Women, n (%) 1121 (71.8) 92 (82.9)

Mean (SD) age, y 47.0 (15.0) 46.2 (13.4)

Age, years, n (%)

18–29 245 (15.7) 16 (14.4)

30–39 276 (17.7) 19 (17.1)

40–49 324 (20.7) 30 (27.0)

50–59 370 (23.7) 31 (27.9)

�60 347 (22.2) 15 (13.5)

Race, n (%)

White 1454 (93.1) 99 (89.2)

Non-white 108 (6.9) 12 (10.8)

Ethnicity, n (%)

Non-Hispanic 1474 (94.4) 101 (91.0)

Hispanic 88 (5.6) 10 (9.0)

Income, n (%)

<$30,000 338 (21.7) 27 (24.3)

$30,000–$49,999 270 (17.3) 20 (18.0)

$50,000–$74,999 340 (21.8) 28 (25.2)

�$75,000 610 (39.2) 36 (32.4)

Table 3. Model fit for IRT modelsa from stage 3.

EFA Structure Final 2-part model

�2LL �22,957.6 �5737.9

AIC 46,231.3 11,517.8

BIC 47,077.1 11,615.7

NBIC 46,575.2 11,549.0

2LL: negative two times the log likelihood; AIC: Akaike information

criterion; BIC: Bayesian information criterion; EFA: exploratory factor

analyses; IRT: item response theory; NBIC: sample size–adjusted Bayesian

information criterion.
aSmaller values for each fit index indicate better fit of the model.
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or nausea. Classification accuracy of this screening
algorithm was strong when compared with clinician
diagnosis of migraine (Table 5). The four-item symp-
tom screening tool for migraine had a sensitivity of
83.5%, specificity of 88.5%, and PPV of 96.0%.

A definition of CM based on criteria for migraine
above coupled with headache day criteria (�15 head-
ache days out of the last 30 days, and �45 headache
days out of the last 90 days) was assessed for classifica-
tion accuracy. This approach yielded high specificity but
moderate sensitivity. Examination of the misclassified
cases revealed, as anticipated, underreporting of head-
ache days on ID-CM. Individuals misclassified by
ID-CM as not having CM, but who received CM clinical
diagnoses, had high rates of disability, medication
use, or planning disruption. Expanding the scoring algo-
rithm of ID-CM to include information on disability,
medication use, and planning disruption, but

eliminating the disability (i.e. chores) and planning
disruption (i.e. fed up) items having the weakest IRT
parameters (see model results under Part 2 in Table 4),
resulted in a 12-item ID-CMhaving sensitivity of 80.6%,
specificity of 88.6%, NPV of 75.0%, and PPV of 91.5%
(Table 5) (seeWebAppendix 3 Supplemental Table 1 for
more details). Of the 111 stage 4 participants, 67 were
diagnosed as having CM by gold-standard clinician
interviews; by comparison, the final 12-item ID-CM
tool identified 59 participants as CM positive.

Discussion

ID-CM is a two-part case-finding tool that aims to (1)
identify individuals with severe headache who have
migraine and (2) among individuals with migraine iden-
tify those with CM. ID-CM was developed using input
from both clinical experts (stage 1) and individuals with

Table 4. Stage 3 case-finding tool models.

Part 1: Migraine screener model Part 2: CM screener model

Item EST SE p Item EST SE p

Migraine loadings Disability loadings

Q3b: Moderate/severe pain 1.00 0.00 a Q11b: Fed-up with HAsc 1.27 0.25 <0.001

Q8b: Photophobia 3.1 0.34 <0.001 Q12b: HAs interfere with plans 2.27 0.69 0.001

Q9b: Phonophobia 2.6 0.26 <0.001 Q13b: Worry about making plans 1.96 0.54 <0.001

Q10b: Nausea 2.1 0.18 <0.001 Q16b: Days missed of work/school 1.39 0.21 <0.001

Q17b: Days of not doing choresc 0.64 0.04 <0.001

Q18b: Days missed of family/leisure 1.00 0.00 a

Q16b: Days missed of work/school ZINB 0.29 0.32 0.37

Regression Regression

Intercept migraine 4.9 0.22 <0.001 Intercept disabled 0.62 0.10 <0.001

OR: migraine ! ICHD-3b 78Kd 315K 0.37 OR: disabled ! CM 1.32 0.17 0.095

Migraine factor variance 1.38 0.17 <0.001 OR: HA_freq_90! CM 2.47 0.23 <0.001

R2 0.98 0.04 <0.001 OR: HA_freq_30! CM 1.31 0.05 <0.001

Disabled factor variance 1.49 0.27 <0.001

R2 0.96 0.02 <0.001

Symptom items remained distributed

and modeled as multinomial

ordered categories

The first three disruption items were distributed and modeled as

multinomial ordered categories. All but the first MIDAS item were

distributed and modeled as standard negative binomial variates. The MIDAS

item assessing days missed of work or school was distributed and

modeled as a ZINB variate, and the last loading in the table

differentiated by the ZINB descriptor is the zero process loading.

CM: chronic migraine; EST: estimate; HA: headache; ICHD-3b: International Classification of Headache Disorders, 3rd edition (beta version); OR: odds

ratio; Q: question; SE: standard error; ZINB: zero-inflated negative binomial; MIDAS: Migraine Disability Assessment.

Item response theory models were estimated using reference identification. Reference item indicated with a in p value column.

Italics indicate the ID-CM items that were used for migraine (Stage 1; four symptom items) and chronic migraine (Stage 2: six items [three disruption

and three disability items]) as the model was moved into stage 4.
bSee Table 1 for full question wording.
cEliminated in the final classification accuracy scoring algorithm, resulting in a 12-item Identify Chronic Migraine (ID-CM) form (Figure 2).
dNote that the OR is so large as to be deterministic and not truly interpretable because 100% of the four-item set used for migraine screening was used

in the modified ICHD-3b migraine classification. This was not the case for the model in Part 2 for chronic migraine (CM) because the item set was

broader than that used in the ICHD-3b migraine classification and the ORs reflect strong but more normative ranges.
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CM (stage 2). Following psychometric validation in
stage 3, operating characteristics of ID-CM relative to
an independent diagnosis assigned by a clinical expert
using the SSDI-M was also assessed (stage 4).

ID-CM has been rigorously evaluated and has
strong psychometric properties and high classification
accuracy both for migraine and CM. Compared with
other well-known and highly regarded screening
and diagnostic tools for various diseases/disorders
(Table 6), the classification accuracy of ID-CM was

both absolutely and relatively strong (Table 5). The
AMS/AMPP CM screening algorithm has a higher sen-
sitivity (90% vs 81%) and NPV (85% vs 75%),
although the specificity (82% vs 89%) and PPV (88%
vs 92%) are lower. Differences between these tools may
be attributed to differences in sample composition. The
AMS/AMPP CM screening assessment was conducted
in a clinic-based sample at the New England Headache
Center, whereas this study of ID-CM was conducted in
a Web-based panel. Clinic-based samples generally con-
tain patients with greater disease severity, which may
make case-finding easier, increasing sensitivity esti-
mates. Even after accounting for the potentially easier
case detection by virtue of sample composition, ID-CM
retains higher specificity and PPV. The sensitivity and
specificity achieved by ID-CM compare favorably with
those achieved by other screening and diagnostic tests,
indicating that it is effective in identifying both
migraine and CM.

Many of the classification accuracy statistics for the
six-item CM tool indicated strong correspondence with
clinical diagnosis of CM (Table 5). In fact, the six-item
form is a good case-finding tool for CM. However, the
sensitivity for the six-item version was lower than
desired and lower than that observed for the 12-item
CM tool (76% vs 81%). Because the 12-item version
had higher sensitivity, we recommend it as a case-
detection tool. The additional relevant domains of dis-
ability, medication use, and planning disruption not
only improve classification, but provide additional
data that permit clinicians to evaluate the roles of medi-
cation overuse and headache impact when making
diagnostic and referral decisions.

This study has several inherent strengths. Item banks
were generated from variants of existing validated
scales reviewed and selected by an international

Table 6. Classification accuracy for other screening or diagnostic tools.

Sensitivity, % Specificity, % Negative predictive value, % Positive predictive value, %

Migraine screening or diagnosis

AMS/AMPP Diagnostic Module (34) 100 82 Unknown Unknown

ID-Migraine (19) 81 75 93 Unknown

CM Diagnosis

AMS/AMPP Diagnostic Modulea (22) 90 82 85 88

Other common screening or diagnostic tools

PHQ-9 (depression) (35) 88 88 Unknown Unknown

PSA (prostate cancer) (36) 75 74 Unknown Unknown

Pap (cervical cancer) (37) 44–99 91–98 Unknown Unknown

AMPP: American Migraine Prevalence and Prevention Study; AMS: American Migraine Study; CM: chronic migraine; ID-Migraine: Identify Migraine

Screener; PHQ-9: 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire; PSA: prostate-specific antigen; Pap: Papanicolaou.
aThe AMS/AMPP CM screening assessment was conducted in a clinic-based sample at the New England Headache Center, whereas ID-CM was

developed using a Web-based research panel. Clinic-based samples generally involved patients with greater disease severity, which facilitates diagnostic

detection, thus increasing sensitivity estimates.

Table 5. Stage 4 classification accuracy for ID-CM.

Sensitivity,

%

Specificity,

%

Negative

predictive

value, %

Positive

predictive

value, %

Migraine screening

Four-item ID-CM 83.5a 88.5b 62.2c 96.0d

CM screening

Six-item ID-CM 76.1 90.9 71.4 92.7

Final 12-item ID-CM 80.6e 88.6f 75.0g 91.5h

CM: chronic migraine; ID-CM: Identify Chronic Migraine.

The total sample analyzed was N¼ 111.

n¼ 85 were diagnosed with migraine.

n¼ 71 screened positive for migraine on ID-CM.

n¼ 67 were diagnosed with CM.

n¼ 59 screened positive for CM on ID-CM.
aCalculated from 2� 2 cell and marginal proportions as 71/85.
bCalculated from 2� 2 cell and marginal proportions as 23/26.
cCalculated from 2� 2 cell and marginal proportions as 23/37.
dCalculated from 2� 2 cell and marginal proportions as 71/74.
eCalculated from 2� 2 cell and marginal proportions as 54/67.
fCalculated from 2� 2 cell and marginal proportions as 39/44.
gCalculated from 2� 2 cell and marginal proportions as 39/52.
hCalculated from 2� 2 cell and marginal proportions as 54/59.
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Delphi Panel of recognized migraine experts.
Furthermore, after a Web-based sample from a
research panel was used for ID-CM tool validation,
rigorous psychometric modeling was employed to
arrive at the final item set. In addition, all
ID-CM tool diagnoses were compared with gold-
standard physician-administered clinical diagnostic
interview validation, with review by another physician
to rectify discrepancies and confirm adherence to
protocol.

The study and ID-CM development also have sev-
eral limitations. The sample size in the final validation
study was limited. The PPV and NPV depend on the
base rate of the condition in the study population. In
addition, instruments should be validated in the setting
of intended use. The sample used for this study was
highly selected; thus, results from this Web panel may
not be fully generalizable to other settings (e.g. subspe-
cialty headache centers, general neurology, primary
care practices) without supplementary analyses.
Indeed, although classification accuracy may be lower
in less-selected populations (e.g. primary care prac-
tices), one may expect that classification accuracy
could be higher in specialty clinics because the

population of patients seeking care for severe head-
aches would be higher than within a Web-panel popu-
lation. Validation in a range of settings and languages is
recommended. It should be noted that the concurrent
validation data collected, and test-retest reliability
assessed in the stage 3 sample with a three-week assess-
ment lag, are not discussed here but will be presented in
a forthcoming manuscript. Limitations of this analysis
notwithstanding, the extensive development and
evaluation process for ID-CM, along with its strong
psychometric properties, support its clinical utility as
a case-finding tool both for migraine and CM case
detection.

Conclusion

The simplicity and accuracy of ID-CM will enable
health care professionals with or without training in
neurology, pain, or headache to correctly identify the
majority of patients with migraine or CM. Clinicians
will then be able to accurately diagnose or refer affected
patients to specialists for effective treatment that will
reduce the burden of illness experienced by those with
migraine and CM.

Clinical implications

. Of those identified as having migraine by the Identify Chronic Migraine (ID-CM) case-finding tool, using a
simple scoring algorithm based on four symptom items (moderate/severe pain intensity, photophobia,
phonophobia, migraine-related nausea), 96% were diagnosed with International Classification of
Headache Disorders-3b (ICHD-3b) migraine (i.e. positive predictive value (PPV)¼ 96%). In addition, the
tool correctly detected 83.5% of those diagnosed with migraine (i.e. sensitivity¼ 83.5%).

. Of those identified as having CM by ID-CM, using a scoring algorithm based on the four migraine scoring
items and eight additional items assessing headache frequency, disability, medication use, and planning
disruption, 91.5% were diagnosed with ICHD-3b CM (i.e. PPV¼ 91.5%). Of those diagnosed with CM,
ID-CM correctly detected 80.6% of the cases (i.e. sensitivity¼ 80.6%).

. The simplicity and accuracy of ID-CM will enable health care professionals with or without training in
neurology, pain, or headache to correctly identify the majority of patients with migraine or CM.
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